The detection of viroid-derived small RNAs (vd-sRNAs) similar to the small interfering RNAs (siRNAs, 21 to 24 nucleotides [nt]) in plants infected by nuclear-replicating members of the family Pospiviroidae (type species, Potato spindle tuber viroid [PSTVd]) indicates that they are inducers and targets of the RNA-silencing machinery of their hosts. RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 6 (RDR6) catalyzes an amplification circuit producing the double-stranded precursors of secondary siRNAs. Recently, the role of RDR6 in restricting systemic spread of certain RNA viruses and precluding their invasion of the apical growing tip has been documented using RDR6-silenced Nicotiana benthamiana (NbRDR6i) plants. Here we show that RDR6 is also engaged in regulating PSTVd levels: accumulation of PSTVd genomic RNA was increased in NbRDR6i plants with respect to the wild-type controls (Nbwt) early in infection, whereas this difference decreased or disappeared in later infection stages. Moreover, in situ hybridization revealed that RDR6 is involved in restricting PSTVd access in floral and vegetative meristems, thus providing firm genetic evidence for an antiviroid RNA silencing mechanism. RNA gel blot hybridization and deep sequencing showed in wt and RDR6i backgrounds that PSTVd sRNAs (i) accumulate to levels paralleling their genomic RNA, (ii) display similar patterns with prevailing 22-or 21-nt plus-strand species, and (iii) adopt strand-specific hot spot profiles along the genomic RNA. Therefore, the surveillance mechanism restraining entry of some RNA viruses into meristems likely also controls PSTVd access in N. benthamiana. Unexpectedly, deep sequencing also disclosed in NbRDR6i plants a profile of RDR6-derived siRNA dominated by 21-nt plus-strand species mapping within a narrow window of the hairpin RNA stem expressed transgenically for silencing RDR6, indicating that minus-strand siRNAs silencing the NbRDR6 mRNA represent a minor fraction of the total siRNA population.
Viroids are a unique class of replicons that in their minimal genome-composed exclusively of a circular, non-protein-coding single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) of only 246 to 401 nucleotides (nt), which folds into a compact secondary structurestore enough genetic information to initiate the infection of certain plants, to usurp their gene expression machinery for producing progenies that spread systemically, and to induce frequently specific diseases (14, 15, 16, 22, 23, 81) . The available evidence indicates that viroids replicate in the nucleus (family Pospiviroidae) or in the chloroplast (family Avsunviroidae) through a rolling-circle mechanism involving RNA intermediates, some of which form double-stranded-RNA (dsRNA) complexes (3, 4, 9, 21, 53) . In the type species of the family Pospiviroidae, Potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd) (55) , the infecting monomeric circular RNA, the mc plus strand ( Fig. 1) , is reiteratively transcribed into oligomeric minusstrand RNA intermediates that are then transcribed into oligomeric plus-strand RNAs and finally cleaved and ligated into the mc plus-strand forms (3) .
Most eukaryotes, and particularly plants, have evolved a gene-silencing defensive response against viruses based on the detection of viral dsRNAs or highly structured ssRNAs that are processed by one or more members (Dicer-like [DCL]) of the RNase III family into the so-called small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) of 21 to 24 nt (2, 30, 60) . The siRNAs are subsequently incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) and guide its Argonaute (AGO) core, an RNase H-like enzyme, for degradation or translation arrest of their cognate RNAs (31, 54, 58) . In addition to the primary siRNAs directly derived from the trigger, RNA silencing is maintained by one or more cellular RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RDRs) which, primed by these siRNAs or just sensing aberrant features in certain RNAs, use them as template for the synthesis of dsRNAs that are DCL-processed to secondary siRNAs.
Distinct plant RDRs have been implicated in virus defense (6, 13, 51, 83) , prominent among which are RDR1 and, particularly, RDR6. Also related to antiviral defense in plants, and to systemic silencing in transgenic plants, is a yet-uncharacter-ized RNA-silencing signal that spreads via the plasmodesmata and the phloem (20, 38, 40, 57, 80, 84) . RDR6 has been shown to be involved in long-distance silencing through the vasculature and in long-range cell-to-cell signaling but not in shortrange cell-to-cell signaling (10 to 15 cells), and recent data indicate that this enzyme is required for maintenance but not for initiation of posttranscriptional gene silencing (83) . To counteract antiviral RNA silencing, most plant viruses encode protein suppressors that may stimulate virus accumulation in the initially infected cells, promote intercellular movement within the inoculated leaves, assist virus spread through the phloem, and exacerbate symptoms in systemically infected leaves (12) .
Downregulation of RDR6 in Nicotiana benthamiana through RNA interference (NbRDR6i plants) induces hypersusceptibility to certain viruses like Potato virus X (PVX), with hypersusceptibility being coupled with enhanced viral invasion of the growing tip (73) . Furthermore, RDR6 is required not for production or movement of the silencing signal but rather for synthesis of dsRNA precursors of the secondary siRNAs, which mediate antiviral RNA silencing and preclude invasion of the shoot apical meristem (SAM) by PVX and perhaps other viruses (73) . On the other hand, the efficiencies of virusinduced gene silencing and RNA-directed DNA methylation in the same NbRDR6i transgenic line are compromised for PVX and a potyvirus despite accumulating high levels of viral siRNAs; this reduced efficiency is unrelated to the siRNA size and (for PVX) independent of the virus-encoded silencing suppressor, suggesting that viral primary siRNAs produced in the absence of RDR6 may not be good silencing effectors and that RDR6 is required to generate secondary siRNAs that drive a more effective antiviral response (82) . In an independent work with another NbRDR6i transgenic line (66) , RDR6 was shown to be involved in protecting differentiated and apical plant tissues from invasion by distinct RNA plant viruses, including PVX. The effects of reducing the expression of RDR6 are stimulated by rising the temperature but lessened by virus-encoded silencing suppressors, with the final outcome depending on the relative intensity of these two factors (66) .
Infection by viroids from both families occurs with the accumulation of 21-to 24-nt viroid-derived small RNAs (vd-sRNAs) with the characteristic properties of the siRNAs associated with RNA silencing, as revealed by RNA gel blot hybridization (5, 36, 43, 46, 47, 59, 74) , low-scale sequencing (35, 41, 44, 77) , and deep sequencing (17, 52) . Moreover, mechanically codelivered or agroinoculated dsRNAs interfere with viroid infection in a sequence-specific manner (as also do, at least in one case, in vitro-generated homologous vd-sRNAs codelivered mechanically) (5) . Altogether, these results strongly suggest that viroids also induce the RNA-silencing machinery of their hosts and, considering the sequence-specific nature of the observed effects, that these replicons are targeted by RISC, which provides sequence specificity to the RNAsilencing machinery. Regarding their origin, primary vd-sRNAs may result from DCL-mediated processing of the highly structured genomic ssRNAs and dsRNAs arising from replication by a host DNA-dependent RNA polymerase forced to transcribe RNA templates, with secondary RNAs arising from dsRNAs generated by an RDR(s) in concert with a DCL(s). Therefore, in contrast with virus dsRNAs, a fraction of which are produced by virus-encoded polymerases, viroid dsRNAs are exclusively produced by host-encoded enzymes.
In situ hybridization of sections of PSTVd-infected N. benthamiana and tomato has revealed the presence of the viroid in the vascular tissues and in other cells in the subapical region but not in the SAM (63, 90) . These observations suggest that the surveillance mechanism that restricts the entry of certain RNA viruses into the SAM (24) also limits the PSTVd access to this plant compartment. Here we report evidence indicating that RDR6 is engaged in this mechanism. Specifically, accumulation of the PSTVd genomic RNA and vd-sRNAs was increased in leaves of NbRDR6i plants with respect to their wild-type counterparts (Nbwt) during the initial infection stages, whereas the difference decreased or disappeared in later infection stages. Moreover, in situ hybridization showed that PSTVd invades floral and vegetative meristems of NbRDR6i plants. These results have been complemented with deep sequencing examination of the vd-sRNAs from Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants in an attempt to define their role, as well as that of the RDR6-derived siRNAs in NbRDR6i plants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant material and viroid source. Apical leaves and shoot and floral apices were from Nicotiana benthamiana plants grown from seeds of the wild type and of a transgenic line in which RDR6 was silenced by RNA interference (RNAi). Plants, maintained in a glasshouse (25 to 23°C day and 20 to 18°C night), were mock or viroid inoculated in the first true leaves with an RNA preparation from tissue infected by PSTVd (NB strain; GenBank accession number AJ634596.1).
RNA extraction, fractionation, and RNA gel blot hybridization. Total nucleic acid preparations, extracted from apical leaves with phenol-chloroform and recovered by ethanol precipitation (7), were fractionated by denaturing PAGE on either 5% gels (for mc and ml PSTVd RNAs) or 17% gels (for plant and vd-sRNAs), stained with ethidium bromide, and transferred to Hybond-Nϩ (Roche Diagnostics) membranes that were hybridized with radioactively labeled full-length riboprobes for detecting PSTVd plus and minus strands, and with a 501-nt riboprobe (from positions 2279 to 2780; GenBank accession number AY722008) for detecting NBRDR6-sRNAs. Riboprobes were obtained by in vitro transcription under the control of the promoter of the T7 RNA polymerase. Hybridization was at 70°C in the presence of 50% formamide (for mc and ml PSTVd RNAs) or at 35°C with PerfectHyb Plus hybridization buffer (Sigma) for the sRNAs. Equal loading was confirmed by the fluorescence emitted by the 5S rRNA after ethidium bromide staining and UV irradiation. 
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In situ hybridization. Longitudinal sections of shoot and floral apices collected 30 to 35 dpi were fixed with p-formaldehyde, dehydrated, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned to 7 mm, and in situ hybridization was performed according to reference 37 with some modifications (69) . In brief, digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled riboprobes were added to the hybridization solution containing 50% formamide, and the hybridization and the three subsequent washes were performed at 70°C. After treatment for 1 h with blocking solution, the sections were incubated with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated anti-DIG antibody, and following three final washes, the alkaline phosphatase was detected by the nitroblue tetrazolium and 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate procedure according to the supplier (Roche Diagnostics). A bright-field microscope (E600; Nikon) was used for sample visualization and photography.
Deep sequencing of host sRNAs and vd-sRNAs. sRNAs were eluted from the denaturing polyacrylamide gels using as size markers oligonucleotides of 20 to 30 nt, recovered by ethanol precipitation, and subjected to (i) single-strand ligation of the 3Ј adapter, (ii) single-stranded ligation of the 5Ј adapter, (iii) polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) purification to select the 65-to 80-nt fragments, (iv) reverse transcription and PCR amplification to generate the DNA colony template library, (v) PAGE purification, (vi) quality control of the DNA colony template library by cloning an aliquot into a TOPO plasmid and capillary sequencing of a few clones, (vii) library purification, estimation of the concentration by fluorescence, and dilution at 10 nM, (viii) flow cell preparation on the cluster station, and (ix) high-throughput DNA sequencing on an Illumina EAS269-GAII genome analyzer (Fasteris SA, Plan-les-Ouates, Switzerland). The four bar-coded samples were analyzed in a single read channel.
Sequence analysis of the sRNAs. Data were analyzed on the GA Pipeline to convert images into sequences, without mapping of the reads, using ELAND. The resulting sequences were examined for the presence of the adapters, and after their trimming, they were sorted into separate files according to their length. For further analysis, the sequences between 20 and 24 nt were pooled, and each set of sequences was analyzed by BLAST (1) against the nucleotide sequence of the PSTVd NB strain and the RDR6 of N. benthamiana. No mismatch was allowed, and the circularity of the viroid genome was taken into consideration. A set of Perl scripts was developed to filter, analyze, and visualize the mapping data, searching for specific distribution patterns and phasing.
RESULTS

Accumulation of the PSTVd genomic RNA is increased in leaves of NbRDR6i plants.
To investigate the potential role of RDR6 in defense against PSTVd, we first determined the relative accumulation of the monomeric circular (mc) and linear (ml) viroid plus-strand RNAs in wild-type N. benthamiana (Nbwt plants) and in a transgenic line in which RDR6 is silenced by RNA interference with a hairpin construct (NbRDR6i plants) (73) . Quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) analyses have shown that the NbRDR6 transcript levels in this line are reduced to 4% of the level in a line carrying an unrelated RNAi construct, whereas expression of the NbRDR1 and NbRDR2 are essentially unaffected (73) . Furthermore, by denaturing PAGE and RNA gel blot hybridization with an NbRDR6-specific riboprobe, we detected the presence of RDR6-siRNAs of 21 nt in the NbRDR6i plants but not in their Nbwt counterparts ( Fig. 2G and H), thus showing that the hairpin transcript was targeted by the RNAsilencing machinery (see below for further evidence supporting this view). However, parallel attempts by agarose gel electrophoresis and RNA gel blot hybridization failed to reveal the NbRDR6 transcript in NbRDR6i and Nbwt plants (data not shown), indicating low steady-state levels of this transcript not only in the former but also in the latter, in contrast with a previous report in which a strong hybridization signal was detected in Nbwt plants (66) . We do not know the reasons for this discrepancy, but, in support of our claim, there are indications that RDR6 is expressed poorly in plants (86) and, specifically, in Nbwt plants (J. Burgyan, personal communication).
NbRDR6i and Nbwt plants were mechanically inoculated with a nucleic acid preparation from tissue infected by PSTVd (NB variant) (Fig. 1) . Analysis by denaturing PAGE and RNA gel blot hybridization with a riboprobe for detecting PSTVd plus strands revealed that the PSTVd mc and ml plus-strand RNAs accumulated in apical noninoculated leaves, collected 14 days postinoculation (dpi), at a significantly higher level in by denaturing PAGE in 5% gels (A and B) and 17% gels (C to H) and analyzed by RNA gel blot hybridization with strand-specific PSTVd riboprobes (A to F) or with a riboprobe for detecting NbRDR6 sequences (G and H). Loading was equalized by the intensity of 5S RNA. The upper and lower bands in panels A and B correspond to the monomeric circular and linear viroid plus-strand RNAs. The sizes of the RNA markers (which were radioactively labeled at their 5Ј termini) are on the left, and the specificity and polarity of the riboprobes are on the right. The 21-nt marker was composed of ribo-and deoxyribonucleotides and, therefore, migrated faster than expected for a marker of the same size composed of only ribonucleotides.
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NbRDR6i than in Nbwt plants ( Fig. 2A) , suggesting that RDR6 is involved in a defensive pathway restricting early systemic invasion of the viroid. However, the difference disappeared when the apical leaves were collected 29 dpi, indicating that the viroid overcomes the defensive pathway in later infection stages (Fig. 2B) . The experiment was repeated three times, using five Nbwt and five NbRDR6i plants per experiment, with similar results. NbRDR6i and Nbwt plants infected with the PSTVd-NB variant showed stunting and curled leaves of reduced size with respect to their mock-inoculated controls, resembling the symptoms observed previously in Nbwt plants infected by the severe PSTVd-A3 strain (47) . On the other hand, phenotypic differences between mock-inoculated NbRDR6i and Nbwt plants were undetectable or limited to a mild stunting of the former (Fig. 3) . These results differ from those of a recent report in which Nbwt plants infected with Hop stunt viroid (HSVd) showed moderate stunting compared with their noninoculated controls, whereas HSVd-infected NbRDR6i plants did not (28) ; therefore, in contrast with the HSVd situation, we have not observed that PSTVd-induced symptoms are dependent on RDR6 activity.
PSTVd sRNAs levels parallel those of their genomic RNAs in Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants. To get a deeper insight of the underlying mechanism, we also examined the accumulation pattern of the vd-sRNAs by denaturing PAGE and RNA gel blot hybridization with radioactive riboprobes for detecting plus and minus PSTVd strands. No qualitative (size) differences could be discerned between those from leaves of NbRDR6i and Nbwt plants: in line with previous results (5, 36, 41, 59, 74) , at least two populations of 21-or 22-nt and 24-nt vd-sRNAs were detected with both riboprobes, with smaller ones being predominant (Fig. 2C to F) . From a quantitative standpoint, accumulation of the vd-sRNAs always paralleled that of the genomic PSTVd mc and ml plus-strand RNAs: they were less abundant in Nbwt than in NbRDR6i leaves collected 14 dpi (Fig. 2 , compare panels C and E with A), as well as in leaves collected 14 dpi with respect to those collected 29 dpi (Fig. 2 
, compare panel C with panel D and panel E with panel F).
This apparent correlation between the levels of the PSTVd genomic and vd-sRNAs in both NbRDR6i and Nbwt plants reinforces the idea that most of the latter are vd-RNAs from Dicer-mediated processing of the viroid genomic RNAs or of some dsRNAs resulting from replication or from the activity of a RDR distinct from RDR6. However, the enhanced accumulation of the genomic PSTVd mc and ml plus-strand RNAs in early infection stages of NbRDR6i plants supports the view that a quantitatively minor population of RDR6-derived secondary vd-sRNAs loads RISC and temporarily attenuates buildup of the viroid progeny in Nbwt plants. Eventually, active viroid replication and accumulation overcome this barrier, and most of the vd-sRNAs result from DCL-mediated processing of the genomic RNAs or of some dsRNAs.
PSTVd invades meristems of NbRDR6i plants. To explore the possibility that RDR6 might have some role in restricting PSTVd invasion of floral and vegetative meristems, longitudinal sections of flower and shoot apices from PSTVd-infected NbRDR6i and Nbwt plants, as well as from mock-inoculated controls, were analyzed by in situ hybridization with strand-specific digoxigenin-labeled PSTVd riboprobes. To prevent cross-hybridization between the strandspecific riboprobes and viroid RNAs of the same polarity-a side effect of the high self-complementarity of viroid RNAs-hybridizations were performed at 70°C in the presence of 50% formamide, conditions that have been previously shown to minimize the problem (69) . PSTVd plus strands were detected in developing flower organs of NbRDR6i plants (Fig. 4B) but not in the corresponding organs of their Nbwt counterparts (Fig. 4A) . The intense hybridization signals are the result of the nuclear (nucleolar) localization of the most abundant PSTVd mc plus-strand RNA (32, 62) . Results were less clear with the probe for detecting PSTVd minus strands (data not shown), most likely because of their lower accumulation in vivo with respect to the PSTVd plus strands (3, 21) .
In line with these observations, PSTVd plus strands were also detected in the SAM of NbRDR6i plants (Fig. 5B) but not in Nbwt controls (Fig. 5A) . Judging from the intensity of the hybridization signals in NbRDR6i plants, PSTVd penetrated partially into some vegetative meristems (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material), while in others the viroid reached the upper layers of the SAM (Fig. 5B) suggesting the involvement of additional factors presumably related to development; this assumption is supported by previous results showing that another type of PSTVd trafficking, specifically, from bundle sheath to mesophyll, is under developmental control (61) . No hybridization signals were observed in vegetative and floral meristems from mock-inoculated controls. These findings (i) confirm and extend previous in situ hybridization studies in which PSTVd was not detected either in developing or mature flower organs (except in sepals) or in the SAM of Nbwt and tomato plants (63, 89, 90) , although viroid levels below the detection limit of the technique cannot be excluded, (ii) suggest that RNA trafficking into sink organs is differentially regulated, in line with previous results (89, 90) , and that PSTVd access into floral and vegetative meristems is restricted by a surveillance system in which RDR6 is involved, and (iii) show that PSTVd invasion of the SAM (in NbRDR6i plants) is not associated with symptom exacerbation. The possibility that meristem invasion could be a transient phenomenon, directly or indirectly linked with the early increased PSTVd accumulation in vegetative tissues of NbRDR6i plants, seems unlikely because samples for in situ hybridization were taken 30 to 35 dpi, when the viroid had reached similar accumulation in Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants ( Fig. 2A and B) .
Deep sequencing reveals multiple PSTVd sRNAs in Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants. To get a better understanding of the role of RDR6, we performed a deep sequencing study of four preparations of gel-purified sRNAs from young expanding leaves from mock-inoculated or PSTVd-infected Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants; leaves were collected 14 days postinoculation (dpi), when RNA gel blot hybridization revealed conspicuous differences in the genomic and small viroid RNAs between Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants ( Fig. 2A to F) . Each sRNA preparation was linked to a bar-coded adapter in order to sequence the four libraries in the same channel, thus avoiding any undesired bias and obtaining four independent datasets that could be further compared. Adapters were synthesized assuming that the vd-sRNAs have the characteristic 5Ј phosphomonoester and 3Ј hydroxyl termini generated by DCLs (42, 60) . Although this is the prevailing view for plant siRNAs (82) , with some data from vd-sRNAs supporting it (44), the possibility that a minor fraction of the vd-sRNAs may have other 5Ј termini-as recently reported for secondary siRNAs in Caenorhabditis elegans (56, 75)-cannot be dismissed.
Of approximately 7,710,000 reads obtained by the highthroughput sequencing, 97.6% were clearly attributable to the four bar-coded samples (the fraction of each sample in the pooled data set varied from 23 to 26%, with an average of 24.4% and a standard deviation of 1.2%) and adopted a profile with two prominent 21-and 24-nt peaks (excluding the adapters and the file with empty inserts) (see Table S1 in the supplemental material). Intriguingly, while the 21-nt RNAs dominate in the two NbRDR6i samples, the 24-nt RNAs are the most prevalent in the two Nbwt samples. In contrast, viroid infection has minor effects in the sRNA populations (see Fig.  S2 in the supplemental material). A comprehensive account of the characteristics of the sRNAs from Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants will be reported elsewhere.
Searching the reads of the infected Nbwt and NbRDR6i samples (1,866,590 and 2,047,373, respectively) for PSTVd sRNAs of 20 to 24 nt matching perfectly the parental sequence resulted in 1,256 and 22,072 counts, respectively (Fig. 6) . This difference most likely reflected the initial PSTVd sRNA concentration, which was lower in the Nbwt preparation than in the NbRDR6i one, as revealed by RNA gel blot hybridization with PSTVd-specific riboprobes (Fig. 2C to F) .
Similar patterns with prevailing 22-and 21-nt plus-strand PSTVd sRNA in Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants. Examination of the counts corresponding to PSTVd sRNAs revealed in the Nbwt sample a distribution in which approximately 45% were of 22 nt and 36% of 21 nt, with significantly lower proportions of RNAs of 24 nt (9%), 20 nt (7%), and 23 nt (3.5%) (Fig. 7) . A parallel analysis of the NbRDR6i sample showed an essentially similar size distribution (Fig. 7) , suggesting that the PSTVd sRNAs from both samples are generated by the same DCLs.
With regard to polarity, about 65 and 35% of the total PSTVd sRNA counts in the Nbwt sample were of plus and minus polarity, respectively, with a similar ratio being observed for the counts corresponding to the predominant 22-and 21-nt components (Fig. 7) . Data derived from the NbRDR6i sample were comparable (Fig. 7) , indicating that the absence of RDR6 does not affect the balance between the accumulating plus-and minus-strand PSTVd sRNAs. This moderate excess of the plus-strand PSTVd sRNAs is far below that of the sum of the unit-length and longer-than-unit plus PSTVd strands with respect to the sum of their minus-strand counterparts (3, 4) , arguing against a direct precursor-product relationship between the PSTVd sRNAs and the genomic (and multimeric) PSTVd RNAs. PSTVd sRNAs of 21 and 22 nt differ in their 5 nucleotides. Analysis of the 5Ј-terminal position of the most abundant PSTVd sRNAs revealed an intriguing bias: in both Nbwt and NbRDR6i samples, the 21-and 22-nt species of plus polarity present a dominant A, while in the minus polarity the 21-nt species has a dominant G and the 22-nt species a dominant or codominant U (Fig. 8) . The 5Ј-terminal position of PSTVd sRNAs thus depends on the polarity rather than on the size; RDR6 silencing affected particularly the profile of the minusstrand 22-nt PSTVd sRNAs, G being the most (34%) and least (14%) prevalent in Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants, respectively.
Irrespective of the redundancy of the specific 5Ј termini of the PSTVd sRNA and their allocation along the genomic plusand minus-strand RNAs (see below), these data are indicative of a disproportionate distribution, because PSTVd is rich in GϩC (29) . Potential factors shaping this distribution include the concurrent action of distinct DCLs and auxiliary proteins, the preference of certain AGOs for the 5Ј termini of their guide sRNAs (see below), and their differential targeting by one or more exoribonucleases.
Mapping of the PSTVd sRNAs along the genomic plus-and minus-strand RNAs reveals specific hot spot profiles. Examination of the PSTVd sRNA frequency showed that their 5Ј termini mapped at many positions of the genomic plus-and minus-strand RNAs, with a large fraction of the counts merging in specific regions (hot spots). Some features are worth mentioning. First, the hot spot patterns formed by the plus-strand PSTVd sRNAs are to a large extent similar in the Nbwt and NbRDR6i samples (although some sRNAs, at positions 180 to 200 and 300 to 340, are present only in the less abundant Nbwt population), as are those generated by their minus-strand counterparts (although the PSTVd sRNAs mapping at positions 47 and 48 are overrepresented in the NbRDR6i population) (Fig. 9) ; these observations thus attest to the small contribution of the RDR6-derived PSTVd sRNAs and, indirectly, to the reproducibility of the sequencing approach. However, the hot spot patterns of plus-and minus-strand PSTVd sRNAs differ, indicating that the potential factors determining these profiles (see above) operate differentially on both viroid strands. Second, the most prominent hot spot of plus-strand PSTVd sRNAs (Fig.  9 , positions 110 to 120), does not correspond to a region particularly structured in the rod-like conformation (Fig. 1) or in an alternative folding adopted during thermal denaturation (68); this alternative folding contains the so-called hairpin I (HPI), which facilitates adoption of a conserved double-stranded structure presumably directing the in vivo cleavage of oligomeric plus strands, but HPI covers positions 80 to 110 (26) . Therefore, the PSTVd genomic plusstrand RNA, by itself, does not fully explain the observed vd-sRNA profile; the PSTVd genomic minus-strand RNA, in the form of multimeric strands paired to plus strands (3), VOL. 84, 2010 VIROID-INDUCED RNA SILENCING AND RDR6 2483 also does not account for the vd-sRNA profile. Third, the hot spot profiles of the 20-to 24-nt plus-strand PSTVd sRNAs are very similar, as are those of the 20-to 24-nt minus-strand PSTVd sRNAs (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material), indicating that these profiles are determined by the RNA substrates rather than by the specific DCLs acting upon them; a similar situation was recently reported for some plant viruses (18) . Fourth, although a search identified some perfectly complementary vd-sRNAs with two 3Ј-protruding nucleotides in each strand, no clear phasing became evident. And fifth, the plus-strand vd-sRNAs mapping at the pathogenic (P) domain and at certain positions of the central (C) domain associated with pathogenesis (63, 72) accumulated with low frequency (Fig. 1 ), a result with implications for the mechanism of symptom induction (see below). Deep sequencing discloses an uneven profile of RDR6 hairpin-derived siRNAs in NbRDR6i plants. To complement the RNA gel blot hybridization results showing the accumulation of NbRDR6 siRNAs of 21 nt in NbRDR6i plants (Fig. 2) , we searched the deep sequencing datasets from mock-inoculated and PSTVd-infected NbRDR6i samples for the presence, size, and distribution of hairpin-derived NbRDR6 siRNAs. Our results ( Fig. 10; also, see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material) show that (i) the plus-strand siRNAs are considerably more abundant that their minus-strand counterparts, (ii) the 21-nt and, to a lesser extent, the 22-nt species are the most prevalent in the siRNA populations of both polarities, (iii) the siRNAs adopt a hot spot distribution, but while the 5Ј termini of plusstrand siRNAs map within a very narrow window (of approximately 25 nt) of the hairpin stem, the minus-strand siRNAs cover a broader region of this stem, and thus, siRNAs arising from the intron or from regions of the NbRDR6 transcript not targeted by the hairpin construct were not retrieved, and (iv) the siRNA profile is not appreciably affected by PSTVd infection. Collectively, these data indicate that all NbRDR6 siRNAs derive from the stem of the hairpin construct and, more specifically, that only restricted portions of this stem are effective for siRNA accumulation. Additionally, given that the hot spot profiles of the 21-and 22-nt plus-strand siRNAs are very similar, as are those of the 21-and 22-nt minus-strand siRNAs (see Fig. S4 in the supplemental material), these profiles do not appear to be dictated by the DCL4 and DCL2 that are involved in their respective genesis (which appear to act hierarchically) (25) , but rather, as with the vd-sRNAs (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material), they are intrinsic attributes of the RNA substrate. 
DISCUSSION
Although a key role in viroid pathogenesis has been proposed for vd-sRNAs, which, acting like microRNAs or transacting RNAs, would target endogenous mRNAs for inactivation (27, 59, 85) , no direct evidence for this intriguing hypothesis is yet available. Even if it is still an open possibility, some data argue against it. First, the postulated endogenous mRNAs have not been identified so far. Second, low-scale sequencing has revealed that vd-sRNAs arising from the P and C domains associated with pathogenesis in PSTVd (Fig. 1) and Citrus exocortis viroid (CEVd)-another member of the genus Pospiviroid-are relatively scarce in infected tissues (35, 44) , and deep sequencing has produced similar results for PSTVd (at least regarding the most abundant plus-strand vd-sRNAs [this work]) and for the vd-sRNAs arising from the pathogenic determinant of one member of the family Avsunviroidae (17); low-abundance vd-sRNAs, however, might be functionally relevant. And third and most important, in contrast with previous results reporting that tomato plants expressing a noninfectious PSTVd hairpin RNA developed symptoms similar to those of PSTVd infection (85) , a reexamination of some of these plants has failed to confirm the symptoms despite the accumulation of abundant hairpin-derived siRNAs (74) . Therefore, vd-sRNAs might play other alternative functions and (i) regulate viroid titer (by loading RISC and targeting the genomic viroid RNA for inactivation), as inferred from in planta experiments (5), although in transfected protoplasts this RNA appears RISCresistant (35) , and (ii) provide specificity to viroid cross-protection (with the siRNAs from the first inoculated strain targeting the RNA of the challenge strain for inactivation) (5, 22) .
In line with previous results for some RNA viruses (66, 73) , our present data provide firm genetic evidence that NbRDR6, which mediates an amplification circuit leading to the generation of dsRNA precursors of secondary siRNAs, is also involved in an RNA silencing-based plant defense mechanism against PSTVd, a viroid that replicates in the nucleus. RDR6 FIG. 9 . Similar hot spot profiles of plus-and minus-strand PSTVd sRNAs in Nbwt and NbRDR6i plants. Location and frequency in the genomic PSTVd RNA of the NB variant of the 5Ј termini of the plus-strand (A) and minus-strand (B) PSTVd sRNA counts from Nbwt and NbRDR6i samples. Note that the scale of counts is different in the two polarities and that the same numbers are used in the plus polarity (5Ј33Ј orientation is from left to right) and in the minus polarity (5Ј33Ј orientation is from right to left).
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negatively modulates PSTVd accumulation in differentiated leaf tissues at early infection stages-when the viroid load is low-and also prevents the incoming PSTVd from invading floral and vegetative meristems, possibly because they concurrently receive a viroid-specific systemic silencing signal that triggers a defensive response. In this context, the lack in viroid RNAs of 5Ј cap and 3Ј poly(A) tail, which are characteristic features of aberrant RNAs (83), may promote binding and activation of RDR6 to produce additional viroid-specific dsRNAs. However, despite our present results and others along the same line reported previously (89, 90) , we presume that minor amounts of PSTVd should be able to invade floral organs in late developmental stages because this RNA is transmitted through both botanical seed and pollen in potato and tomato (55) , which belong to the same family. Furthermore, RT-PCR has revealed the presence of PSTVd in all floral parts of tomato (76) . On the other hand, the entry of some viruses into the SAM of plants ectopically expressing virus-encoded RNA silencing suppressors suggests that meristem exclusion may be governed by an RNA silencing-based surveillance system (24) , and that viral invasion may depend on the balance between the relative strengths of the host RNA silencing defense and the virus suppressor (66) . Yet recent results indicate that PVX-induced gene silencing is independent of the presence of the virus suppressor (82) . This must also be the case for viroid-induced gene silencing, because protein suppressors are not encoded by viroids, which alternatively might suppress RNA silencing by sequestering for their replication enzymes involved in the biogenesis of the host siRNAs and microRNAs, as has been reported for an RNA virus (79) . Furthermore, in contrast to PSTVd, Peach latent mosaic viroid (PLMVd) (33) , a member of the family Avsunviroidae, has recently been detected in the SAM (69) , showing that it can bypass the RNA surveillance system and raising the question of whether this behavior is related to its replication and accumulation in plastids, where no silencing has been reported. Hence, like viruses, viroids may have evolved strategies to overcome this system in order to be seed or pollen transmitted. FIG. 10 . PSTVd infection does not alter the hot spot profiles of RDR6-siRNAs in NbRDR6i plants. Location and frequency in the RDR6 sequence of the 5Ј termini of the hairpin-derived siRNAs of plus and minus polarity (upper and lower panels, respectively) in mock-inoculated (A) and PSTVd-infected (B) NbRDR6i plants are shown. Note that the scale of counts is different in both polarities and that the 5Ј termini of the plus-strand siRNAs map at a very narrow window of the hairpin stem, while those of the minus-strand siRNAs extend over a much broader region. The hairpin stem covers a 243-bp portion of the NbRDR6 sequence (approximately between positions 2250 and 2500) (73) .
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To get a deeper insight of the function of RDR6 in the genesis of vd-sRNAs, we analyzed the PSTVd sRNAs retrieved by deep sequencing from the infected Nbwt and NbRDR6i samples 14 dpi. Consistent with the intensity of RNA gel blot hybridization signals (Fig. 2) , the PSTVd sRNAs were significantly more abundant in the NbRDR6i preparation, but their size and polarity were similar in both samples, with the 22-nt plus-strand and to a lesser extent 21-nt plus-strand RNAs being prevalent in the population (Fig. 7) . This profile is in good agreement with low-scale sequencing data for the vd-sRNAs recovered from tomato infected by PSTVd (35) and CEVd (44) but differs somewhat from the vd-sRNA profile from another study with PSTVd-infected tomato in which the predominant species were 21-and 22-nt minus-strand RNAs (41) and from the vd-sRNA profile from PLMVd-infected peach with prevalent 21-nt plus-and minusstrand RNAs (17) .
Considering that PSTVd replicates in the nucleus (32, 62) and that plus strands accumulate to much higher levels than minus strands (3), and assuming for the N. benthamiana DCLs the same cellular and molecular properties as their Arabidopsis homologues (42, 60 ), DCL1 appears to be a candidate for producing the 21-nt plus-strand PSTVd sRNAs because it mediates nuclear processing of miRNA precursors with a secondary structure resembling that of the genomic PSTVd plusstrand RNA (29) . Additionally, DCL2 and DCL4-which act hierarchically in antiviral defense (10, 25, 65)-most likely mediate the genesis of the 22-nt PSTVd sRNA and part of the 21-nt PSTVd sRNA, respectively, dicing (i) the nuclear genomic PSTVd plus-strand RNA or the replicative dsRNA intermediates or (ii) the genomic plus-strand RNA during its cytoplasmic translocation to infect adjacent cells or the PSTVd-dsRNAs produced by an RDR, like RDR6, which operates concerted with DCL4 (34). However, because of the small quantitative contribution of RDR6 to vd-RNA accumulation in later infection stages ( Fig. 2D and F) and because the nuclear RDR2-which acts in concert with DCL3-also seems to play a minor role in view of the weak hybridization signals and low frequency of the 24-nt PSTVd sRNAs ( Fig. 2 and 7) , the involvement of other RDRs appears to be a feasible possibility. RDR1, which was the first RDR characterized biochemically and genetically (70, 71) , is stimulated by viroid infection in tomato and has been implicated in the production of viral siRNAs from Tobacco rattle virus (19) and a mutant of Cucumber mosaic virus (13) in Arabidopsis. Yet N. benthamiana is likely to be RDR1 deficient (87) .
The absence of a clear relationship between the hot spot profile of PSTVd sRNAs and structural features of the genomic plus-and minus-strand RNAs, also observed in previous low-scale sequencing studies (35, 41) , also does not favor the idea that these RNAs are the predominant DCL substrates but rather invokes the participation of one or more RDRs. The hot spot profile of vd-sRNAs may also be conditioned by host proteins protecting specific domains of their precursors from DCL attack (8, 45) , as well as by the differential stability of the vd-sRNA strands because of their HEN1-mediated 3Ј methylation (67, 88) and specific binding through their 5Ј-terminal nucleotide to distinct AGO members forming the RISC core (48, 49) . PSTVd sRNAs may thus resemble virus-derived small RNAs, which recent evidence indicates act as genuine siRNAs and program RISC for degradation of their cognate viral RNAs (54, 58) . In this context, AGO1 and AGO7 target viral RNAs in tissue infected by Turnip crinkle virus (65) , resistance to Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) is impaired in AGO1 mutants (50) , and AGO2 and AGO5 bind CMV-derived sRNAs (78) .
Supporting this lack of correlation between the secondary structure of the RNA substrate upon which DCLs act and the resulting sRNAs, we recovered from NbRDR6i plants an uneven profile of NbRDR6 siRNAs mostly of 21-and 22-nt and exclusively derived from very specific regions of the hairpin stem, which is presumed to fold into a perfect double-stranded structure. However, they neither present a clear phasing nor correspond to duplex siRNAs directly generated by DCLsmost likely DCL4 and DCL2-thus indicating that other factors greatly influence the final siRNA profile. In the only (to our knowledge) previous work reporting the low-scale sequencing of the siRNAs derived from a hairpin construct, they also displayed an unexpected profile (74) . Moreover, recent deep sequencing of the sRNAs from the chalcone synthase A (CHS-A) gene in cosuppressed transgenic petunia has also revealed an unanticipated pattern with two extremely abundant siRNAs that guide prominent cleavage events in CHS-A mRNA (11) . Therefore, dissecting the underlying factors and understanding how they operate may help to improve the efficiency of RNA interference mediated by hairpin constructs, because our results indicate that the siRNAs active in silencing the NbRDR6 mRNA, the minus-strand siRNAs, represent a minor fraction of the total population. Furthermore, the absence of NbRDR6 siRNAs derived from other regions of the NbRDR6 mRNA (apart from that forming the hairpin stem) is consistent with the role of RDR6 in generating the dsRNA templates for secondary siRNAs, a role in which it cannot be apparently supplanted by other RDRs.
In summary, our results showing that RDR6 delays accumulation of PSTVd in differentiated tissues and precludes invasion of floral and vegetative meristems of N. benthamiana provide additional support for the notion that viroids, like viruses, are inducers and targets (and perhaps even suppressors) of the RNA-silencing machinery of their hosts.
